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Let K(x9 y)9 O^x.y^rr, be Lebesgue square-integrable. Define 

KSr\x9 y) = d*K(x9 y)/dxr (r = 0, 1, 2, • • • , s) 

for nonnegative integer s9 and assume that K(x, y) is extended, as an even 
function of x if s is even, and as an odd function of x if s is odd, into the 
domain — n^x^O, and thence as a periodic function of x with period 2TT. 
Let the singular values jin9 where 

into =Pnf WK(x,yWn(y)dy, 
Jo 

YJx) = i*n f "WyTxJUy) dy 
Jo 

with U^JI, IPFJI^O, be ordered (indexed) in the natural manner ac
cording to increasing size, namely 0<^1^/a2=A*3^# * ' • 

In a perhaps overlooked paper, Smithies [8] has shown that 

THEOREM 1. If the K{r)(x,y), O^r^s—1, are continuous in x, a.e. iny9 

andKis)(x9y) is in J?p(x)9 a.e. iny, for some l</?^2, then 
fir r /*TT -i 2/p 

(1) J J \K{'\x + h9y)-K(a\x-h9y)\*dx\ dy^C\h\2* 

for constant C, where a>0 ifs>09 a>(2—p)\2p ifs=09 implies 

1 /^ = 0(l)ln*+s+1-1/p asn-+oo. 

Recognizing (1) as essentially an integrated Lipschitz condition, and 
using various properties associated with the class of kernels which satisfy 
such a condition, we can substantially generalize the above result. 

We say that K{8)(x9 y) is in Lip a if 

\K{8\x + h9y)- K{s)(x - h, y)\ < \h\* A(y) (0 < a ^ 1) 

where A(y) is nonnegative and square-integrable. Likewise K(s)(x9y) is 
said to be (relatively uniformly) of bounded variation if for all N^ 1 and 
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arbitrary choice of partition O^XQ^X^- • '^XN^TT9 

f\K<s\xn,y)-K{sXxn__1,y)\<B(y) 

where B(y) also is nonnegative and square-integrable. More generally, we 
say that K{s)(x, y) belongs to Lip(a,/?) if 

[*\K{s)(x + h, y) - Kis\x - h, y)\*dx < \h\a* A*(y) (0 < a ^ 1) 

witho§f2^^0. 
Analogous to the one-variable situation (see Hardy and Littlewood 

[5], [6], for example), we may establish 
Property 1. Kernels in Lip(oc,/?) also belong to Lip(a,#) for all 

\^q<p. Kernels in Lip a are automatically in Lip(a,/?) for a l l / ?^1 . 
Property 2. Kernels which are (relatively uniformly) of bounded 

variation belong to Lip(l, 1). 
Property 3. If K(x, y) is absolutely continuous in x, a.e. iny , and 

I M \K{1)(x,y)\*dx\ dy < oo, p > 1, 

then K(x9y) is in Lip(l,/?). 
Property 4. If a kernel belongs both to Lip(oc,/?) and to Lip(/9, q) with 

p<q, then it belongs to Lip(y, r) for aWp^r^q, where 

p(q - r) , 0 <i(r - P) 

y = a + p . 
Kfl - P) Kq - p) 

Property 1 permits the immediate extension of Theorem 1 to the case/?>2 
with the resultant growth estimate 

1 / ^ = 0(l)/na+s+1 /2 as n -^ oo. 

In view of Property 3, moreover, we have essentially the generalization for 
arbitrary p>\ of a result originally established for p=2 by Chang [1]. 

One of the more general results which can be established using the 
"convexity" Property 4 is 

THEOREM 2. Let K{x, y) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 for some 
nonnegative integer s andp>\. IfKis)(x,y) belongs both to Lip(a,/?) and 
to Lip(/?,#), with p<q, then l///n=0(l)«_<T as n-^co where 

(i)forq<2, 

a = a + s + 1 — 1/p, pq(«. — fi)> q— p, 

= P + s + \ - \\q, pq(0L -0)<q-p, 
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QÏ)forp£2<q9 

(T = a + 5 + l - 1/p, pq(<x 

_ q(2p + ap + 25 + 1) - p(2a + fa + 2s + 1) 

2(4 - P) 
0 < pq(oc 

= j8 + 5 + 1/2, 

(iii) and for p> 2, 
a = a + 5 + 1/2, a > /?, 

= 0 + j + 1/2, a ^ £ 

WAe/2 ̂ =0, f/re additional provisos a+l /2>l / /> tfrcrf /3+l /2>l /# mtfy èe 

In view of the several properties above, Theorem 2 contains as special 
cases the generalizations of other recent results of the author [3]. Further
more, since they perjtain to the singular values, any such conclusions must 
perforce also extend our knowledge concerning the growth behavior of the 
characteristic values of "smooth" kernels (see Hille and Tamarkin [7], 
Cochran [2], for example). 

The relationship of the above theorems and their sundry special cases 
to summability results for the classical Fourier coefficients of integrable 
functions of a single real variable satisfying various smoothness criteria 
will be explored at length elsewhere [4]. 
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